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Abstract

In our daily life, we often need to identify individuals whose longitudinal behavior is different from the behavior of those well-functioning individuals, so that some unpleasant consequences can be avoided. In many such applications, observations of a given individual are obtained sequentially, and it is desirable to have a screening system to give a signal of irregular behavior as soon as possible after that individual's longitudinal behavior starts to deviate from the regular behavior, so that some adjustments or interventions can be made in a timely manner. This paper proposes a dynamic screening system for that purpose in cases when the longitudinal behavior is univariate, using statistical process control and longitudinal data analysis techniques. Several different cases, including those with regularly spaced observation times, irregularly spaced observation times, and correlated observations, are discussed. Our proposed method is demonstrated using a real-data example about the SHARe Framingham Heart Study of the National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute. This paper has supplementary materials online.
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1 Introduction

Most products (e.g., airplanes, cars, batteries of notebook computers) need to be checked regularly or occasionally about certain variables related to their quality and/or performance. If the observed values of the variables of a given product are significantly worse than the values of a typical well-functioning product of the same age, then some proper adjustments or interventions should be made to avoid any unpleasant consequences. This paper suggests a dynamic screening system for identifying such improperly functioning products effectively.
The motivating example of this research is the SHARE Framingham Heart Study of the National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute. In the study, 1055 patients were recruited, each patient was followed 7 times, and the total cholesterol level of each patient was recorded during each of the 7 clinic visits. Among the 1055 patients, 1028 of them did not have any strokes during the study, and the remaining 27 patients had at least one stroke. One major research goal of the study is to identify patients with irregular total cholesterol level patterns as early as possible, so that some medical treatments can be taken in a timely manner to avoid the occurrence of stroke. To this end, one traditional method is to construct pointwise confidence intervals for the mean total cholesterol level of the non-stroke patient population across different ages, using the longitudinal data of all non-stroke patients. Then, a patient can be identified as the one who has an irregular total cholesterol level pattern if his/her total cholesterol levels go beyond the confidence intervals. In the literature, there have been some discussions about the construction of such confidence intervals. See, for instance, Ma et al. (2012), Yao et al. (2005), and Zhao and Wu (2008).

The confidence interval methods mentioned above use a cross-sectional comparison approach. In the context of the total cholesterol level example, they compare patients’ total cholesterol levels at the cross-section of a given age. One limitation of this approach is that it does not make use of the medical history of a given patient in the medical diagnostics. If the total cholesterol levels at different ages of a given patient are regarded as observations of a random process, then intuitively we should make use of all such observations of the process for medical diagnostics. If a patient’s total cholesterol level is consistently above the mean total cholesterol level of the non-stroke patient population for an enough long time period, then that patient should still be identified as a person who has an irregular total cholesterol level pattern, even if his/her total cholesterol level at any given time point is within the confidence interval of the mean total cholesterol level of the non-stroke patient population. Further, it is critical that the diagnostic method should be dynamic in the sense that a decision about a patient can be made at any time during the observation process as long as all observations up to the current time point have provided enough evidence for the decision. That is because the major purpose to monitor a patient’s total cholesterol level is to find any irregular pattern as soon as possible so that some necessary medical treatments can be given in a timely manner. The confidence interval methods mentioned in the previous paragraph usually do not have such a dynamic decision-making property, because they do not follow a patient sequentially over time. In the literature, some statistical process control (SPC) methodologies, including the
cumulative sum (CUSUM) and the exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) charts, are designed for such purposes (e.g., Hawkins and Olwell 1998, Montgomery 2009, Qiu 2013). These control charts evaluate the performance of a process sequentially based on all observed data up to the current time point. However, they cannot be applied to the current problem directly for the following several reasons. First, most SPC methods are for monitoring a single process (e.g., a production line, a medical system). When the process performs satisfactorily, its observations follow a so-called in-control (IC) distribution and the process is said to be IC. The major purpose of the SPC control charts is to detect any distributional shift of the process observations as soon as possible so that the related process can be stopped promptly for adjustments and repairs. In the current problem, if each patient is regarded as a process, then there are many processes involved. To judge whether a patient’s total cholesterol level is IC, we need to take the total cholesterol levels of all non-stroke patients into consideration. A conventional SPC control chart is not designed for that purpose. Second, in a typical SPC problem, if we are interested in monitoring the process mean, then the process mean is assumed to be a constant when the process is IC. In the current problem, however, the mean total cholesterol level of the non-stroke patients would change over time. Because of these fundamental differences between the conventional SPC problem and the current problem, the existing SPC methodologies cannot be applied directly to the current problem.

In this paper, we focus on cases when the variable to monitor (e.g., the total cholesterol level) is univariate and we are interested in monitoring its mean. In such cases, we propose a dynamic screening system (DySS) to dynamically identify individuals with irregular longitudinal patterns. In the DySS method, the regular longitudinal pattern is first estimated from the observed longitudinal data of a group of well-functioning individuals (e.g., the non-stroke patients in the stroke example). Then, the estimated regular longitudinal pattern is used for standardizing the observations of an individual to monitor. Finally, an SPC control chart is applied to the standardized observations of that individual for online monitoring of its longitudinal behavior.

It should be pointed out that the DySS problem described above looks like a profile monitoring problem in SPC. But, the two problems are actually completely different. In the profile monitoring problem, observations obtained from a sampled product are a profile that describes the relationship between a response variable and one or more explanatory variables, the profiles from different sampled products are usually ordered by observation times or spatial locations of the sampled products, and the major goal of the profile monitoring problem is for detecting any shift in the
mean and/or variance of the profiles over time/location (cf., e.g., Ding et al. 2006, Jensen and Birch 2009, Qiu et al. 2010). As a comparison, in the DySS problem, although observations of each individual look like a profile, each individual is actually treated as a separate process and we are mainly interested in monitoring the longitudinal behavior of each individual. Different individuals are often not ordered by time or location.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows. Our proposed DySS methodology is described in detail in Section 2. A simulation study for evaluating its numerical performance is presented in Section 3. Our proposed method is demonstrated using the motivating example about patients’ total cholesterol levels in Section 4. Some concluding remarks are given in Section 5. Theoretical properties of the estimated IC mean function of the longitudinal response are discussed in a supplementary file, along with certain technical details and numerical results.

2 The DySS Method

Our proposed DySS method is described in four parts. In the first part, estimation of the regular longitudinal pattern from the observed longitudinal data of a group of well-functioning individuals is discussed. Then, an SPC chart is proposed in the second part for monitoring individuals dynamically, after their observations are standardized by the estimated regular longitudinal pattern. In this part, longitudinal observations are assumed to be independent and normally distributed. Situations when they are normally distributed and autocorrelated and the autocorrelation can be described by an AR(1) time series model are discussed in the third part. Finally, general cases when observations are autocorrelated with an arbitrary autocorrelation and when their distribution is non-normal are discussed in the fourth part.

2.1 Estimation of the regular longitudinal pattern

Assume that y is the variable that we are interested in monitoring, and observations of y for a group of m well-functioning individuals follow the model

\[ y(t_{ij}) = \mu(t_{ij}) + \varepsilon(t_{ij}), \quad \text{for } i = 1, 2, \ldots, m, \ j = 1, 2, \ldots, J, \]  

where \( t_{ij} \) is the \( j \)th observation time of the \( i \)th individual, \( y(t_{ij}) \) is the observed value of \( y \) at \( t_{ij} \), \( \mu(t_{ij}) \) is the mean of \( y(t_{ij}) \), and \( \varepsilon(t_{ij}) \) is the error term. For simplicity, we assume that the
design space is \([0, 1]\). As in the literature of longitudinal data analysis (e.g., Li 2011), we further assume that the error term \(\varepsilon(t)\), for any \(t \in [0, 1]\), consists of two independent components, i.e.,
\[
\varepsilon(t) = \varepsilon_0(t) + \varepsilon_1(t),
\]
where \(\varepsilon_0(\cdot)\) is a random process with mean 0 and covariance function \(V_0(s, t)\), for any \(s, t \in [0, 1]\), and \(\varepsilon_1(\cdot)\) is a noise process satisfying the condition that \(\varepsilon_1(s)\) and \(\varepsilon_1(t)\) are independent for any \(s, t \in [0, 1]\). In this decomposition, \(\varepsilon_1(t)\) denotes the pure measurement error, and \(\varepsilon_0(t)\) denotes all possible covariates that may affect \(y\) but are not included in model (1). In such cases, for any \(s, t \in [0, 1]\), the covariance function of \(\varepsilon(\cdot)\) is
\[
V(s, t) = \text{Cov}(\varepsilon(s), \varepsilon(t)) = V_0(s, t) + \sigma^2_1(s)I(s = t), \quad \text{for any } s, t \in [0, 1],
\]
where \(\sigma^2_1(s) = \text{Var}(\varepsilon_1(s))\), and \(I(s = t) = 1\) when \(s = t\) and 0 otherwise. In model (1), observations of different individuals are assumed to be independent. As a sidenote, model (1) is similar to the nonparametric mixed-effects model discussed in Qiu et al. (2010). Their major difference is that the variance of the pure measurement error \(\varepsilon_1(t)\) in (1) is allowed to vary over \(t\), while such a variance is assumed to be a constant in Qiu et al. (2010). Also, \(J\) is assumed to be a constant in (1) for simplicity. Our method discussed in the paper can be generalized to cases when \(J\) depends on \(i\) without much difficulty.

For the longitudinal model specified by (1) and (2), Chen et al. (2005) and Pan et al. (2009) propose the following estimator of \(\mu(t)\) based on the local \(p\)th-order polynomial kernel smoothing procedure:
\[
\hat{\mu}(t; V) = e_1' \left( \sum_{i=1}^{m} X_i'V_i^{-1}X_i \right)^{-1} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{m} X_i'V_i^{-1}y_i \right),
\]
where \(e_1\) is a \((p + 1)\)-dimensional vector with 1 at the first component and 0 anywhere else,
\[
X_i = \begin{pmatrix}
1 & (t_{i1} - t) & \ldots & (t_{i1} - t)^p \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
1 & (t_{ij} - t) & \ldots & (t_{ij} - t)^p
\end{pmatrix},
\]
\[
V_i^{-1} = K_{ih}^{1/2}(t)(I_i\Sigma_iI_i)^{-1}K_{ih}^{1/2}(t), \quad K_{ih}(t) = \text{diag}\{K((t_{i1} - t)/h), \ldots, K_h((t_{ij} - t)/h)/h\}, \quad K\text{ is a density kernel function, } h > 0 \text{ is a bandwidth, } I_i = \text{diag}\{I(|t_{i1} - t| \leq 1), \ldots, I(|t_{ij} - t| \leq 1)\}, \text{ and } \Sigma_i \text{ is the covariance matrix of } y_i = (y(t_{i1}), y(t_{i2}), \ldots, y(t_{ij}))' \text{ which can be computed from } V(s, t) \text{ in (2). Throughout this paper, the inverse of a matrix refers to the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse, which always exists.}

In practice, the error covariance function \(V(s, t)\) is usually unknown, and it needs to be estimated from the observed data. To this end, we propose a method consisting of several steps,
Consequently, the mean function \( \tilde{\mu}(t) \), denoted as \( \tilde{\mu}(t) \), by (3) in which all \( \Sigma_i \) are replaced by the identity matrix. Obviously, \( \tilde{\mu}(t) \) is just the local \( p \)-th-order polynomial kernel estimator based on the assumption that the error terms in (1) at different time points are i.i.d. for each individual subject. Second, we define residuals

\[
\tilde{\varepsilon}(t_{ij}) = y(t_{ij}) - \tilde{\mu}(t_{ij}), \quad \text{for } i = 1, 2, \ldots, m, \ j = 1, 2, \ldots, J.
\]

Third, when \( s \neq t \), we use the method originally proposed by Li (2011) to first estimate \( \tilde{V}_0(s, t) \) in (2) by

\[
\tilde{V}_0(s, t) = (A_1(s, t)V_0(s, t) - A_2(s, t)V_1(s, t) - A_3(s, t)V_0(s, t))B^{-1}(s, t),
\]

where \( A_1(s, t) = S_{20}(s, t)S_{02}(s, t) - S_{11}^2(s, t), \ A_2(s, t) = S_{10}(s, t)S_{02}(s, t) - S_{01}(s, t)S_{11}(s, t), \ A_3(s, t) = S_{01}(s, t)S_{20}(s, t) - S_{10}(s, t)S_{11}(s, t), \ B(s, t) = A_1(s, t)S_{00}(s, t) - A_2(s, t)S_{10}(s, t) - A_3(s, t)S_{01}(s, t), \)

\[
S_{l_1l_2}(s, t) = \frac{1}{mJ(J-1)} \sum_{i=1}^{m} \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{j' \neq j} \left( \frac{t_{ij} - s}{h} \right)^{l_1} \left( \frac{t_{ij'} - t}{h} \right)^{l_2} K_h(t_{ij} - s)K_h(t_{ij'} - t),
\]

\[
V_{l_1l_2}(s, t) = \frac{1}{mJ(J-1)} \sum_{i=1}^{m} \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{j' \neq j} \tilde{\varepsilon}(t_{ij})\tilde{\varepsilon}(t_{ij'}) \left( \frac{t_{ij} - s}{h} \right)^{l_1} \left( \frac{t_{ij'} - t}{h} \right)^{l_2} K_h(t_{ij} - s)K_h(t_{ij'} - t),
\]

\[
K_h(t_{ij} - s) = K((t_{ij} - s)/h)/h, \text{ and } l_1, l_2 = 0, 1, 2. \]

Note that, in the four steps described above for computing \( \tilde{\mu}(t) \), \( \tilde{V}_0(s, t) \), \( \tilde{\sigma}^2_y(t) \), and \( \tilde{\mu}(t; \tilde{V}) \), the bandwidth \( h \) could be chosen differently in each step. We did not distinguish them in the above description for simplicity. In all our numerical examples presented later, they are allowed to be different, and each of them is chosen separately and sequentially by the conventional cross-validation (CV) procedure (cf., the description in the supplementary file) as follows. First, the bandwidth for \( \tilde{\mu}(t) \) is selected. Then, the bandwidths for \( \tilde{V}_0(s, t) \) and \( \tilde{\sigma}^2_y(t) \) are selected, respectively. Finally,
the bandwidth for $\hat{\mu}(t; \tilde{V})$ can be selected. Some theoretical properties of $\hat{\mu}(t; \tilde{V})$ are given in a proposition of the supplementary file, which shows that $\hat{\mu}(t; \tilde{V})$ is statistically consistent under some regularity conditions.

By the estimation procedure described above, we can compute the local polynomial kernel estimator $\hat{\mu}(t; \tilde{V})$ of the mean function $\mu(t)$ in cases when the error covariance function $V(s, t)$ is unknown. After $\mu(t)$ is estimated, the variance function $\sigma_y^2(t)$ can be estimated in the same way, except that the original observations $\{y(t_{ij})\}$ need to be replaced by

$$\hat{\varepsilon}^2(t_{ij}) = (y(t_{ij}) - \mu(t_{ij}; \tilde{V}))^2, \quad \text{for } i = 1, 2, \ldots, m, \ j = 1, 2, \ldots, J.$$ 

The resulting estimator of $\sigma_y^2(t)$ is denoted as $\hat{\sigma}_y^2(t)$.

The models (1) and (2) are quite general and they include a variety of different situations as special cases. In certain applications, the variance structure of the observed data can be described by a simpler model. For instance, in the SPC literature, we often consider cases when the error terms at different time points are independent of each other or they follow a specific time series model. In the current setup, the first scenario corresponds to the case when $V_0(s, t) = 0$, for any $s, t \in [0, 1]$. In such cases, $\mu(t)$ and $\sigma_y^2(t)$ can be estimated in the same way as described above, except that we do not need to estimate $V_0(s, t)$.

### 2.2 SPC charts for dynamically identifying irregular individuals

In the previous part, we define the estimators $\hat{\mu}(t; \tilde{V})$ and $\hat{\sigma}_y^2(t)$ of the IC mean function $\mu(t)$ and the IC variance function $\sigma_y^2(t)$, based on the observed longitudinal data of $m$ well-functioning individuals which are sometimes called IC data for simplicity. In this part, we propose SPC charts for sequentially monitoring the longitudinal behavior of a new individual, using the estimated regular pattern of the longitudinal response variable $y(t)$ that is described by $\hat{\mu}(t; \tilde{V})$ and $\hat{\sigma}_y^2(t)$.

Assume that the new individual’s $y$ values are observed at times $t_1^*, t_2^*, \ldots$ over the design interval $[0, 1]$. In cases when that individual’s longitudinal behavior is IC, these $y$ values should also follow the model (1). For convenience of discussion, we re-write that model as

$$y(t_j^*) = \mu(t_j^*) + \sigma_y(t_j^*)\varepsilon(t_j^*), \quad \text{for } j = 1, 2, \ldots$$

where $\sigma_y(t)\varepsilon(t)$ here equals $\varepsilon(t)$ in model (1). Thus, $\varepsilon(t)$ in model (6) has mean 0 and variance 1.
at each $t$. For the $y$ values of the new individual, let us define their standardized values by

$$
\hat{\epsilon}(t^*_j) = \frac{y(t^*_j) - \hat{\mu}(t^*_j; \tilde{V})}{\hat{\sigma}_y(t^*_j)}, \quad \text{for } j = 1, 2, \ldots
$$

(7)

In the case when $\{y(t^*_j), j = 1, 2, \ldots\}$ are independent of each other, and each of them has a normal distribution, then $\{\hat{\epsilon}(t^*_j), j = 1, 2, \ldots\}$ would be a sequence of asymptotically i.i.d. random variables with a common asymptotic distribution of $N(0, 1)$. If we further assume that $\{t^*_j, j = 1, 2, \ldots\}$ are equally spaced, then $\{\hat{\epsilon}(t^*_j), j = 1, 2, \ldots\}$ can be monitored by a conventional control chart, such as a CUSUM or EWMA chart, as usual. For instance, to detect upward mean shifts in $\{\hat{\epsilon}(t^*_j), j = 1, 2, \ldots\}$, the charting statistic of the upward CUSUM chart can be defined by

$$
C^+_j = \max(0, C^+_{j-1} + \hat{\epsilon}(t^*_j) - k), \quad \text{for } j \geq 1,
$$

(8)

where $C^+_0 = 0$, and $k > 0$ is the allowance constant. The chart gives a signal of an upward mean shift if

$$
C^+_j > \rho,
$$

(9)

where $\rho > 0$ is a control limit. To evaluate the performance of the CUSUM chart (8)-(9), we can use the IC average run length (ARL), denoted as $ARL_0$, which is the average number of time points from the beginning of process monitoring to the signal time under the condition that the process is IC, and the out-of-control (OC) ARL, denoted as $ARL_1$, which is the average number of time points from the occurrence of a shift to the signal time under the condition that the process is OC. Usually, the allowance $k$ is specified beforehand. It has been well demonstrated in the literature that large $k$ values are good for detecting large shifts and small $k$ values are good for detecting small shifts. If it is possible to know the shift size $\delta$ in the mean of $\hat{\epsilon}$, then the optimal $k$ is $\delta/2$ (cf., Moustakides 1986). The control limit $\rho$ is chosen such that a pre-specified $ARL_0$ value is reached. Then, the chart performs better for detecting a given shift if its $ARL_1$ value is smaller. For some commonly used $k$ and $ARL_0$ values, the corresponding $\rho$ values can be found from Table 3.2 in Hawkins and Olwell (1998). They can also be computed easily by some software packages, such as the R-package spc (Knoth 2011).

In practice, however, the observation times $\{t^*_j, j = 1, 2, \ldots\}$ may not be equally spaced, as in the total cholesterol level example discussed in Section 1. In such cases, $ARL_0$ and $ARL_1$ are obviously inappropriate for measuring the performance of the CUSUM chart (8)-(9), and we need to define new performance measures. To this end, let $\omega > 0$ be a basic time unit in a given application,
which is the largest time unit that all unequally spaced observation times are its integer multiples. Define

\[ n^*_j = \frac{t^*_j}{\omega}, \quad \text{for } j = 0, 1, 2, \ldots \]

where \( n^*_0 = t^*_0 = 0 \). Then, \( t^*_j = n^*_j \omega \), for all \( j \), and \( n^*_j \) is the \( j \)th observation time in the basic time unit. In cases when the new individual is IC and the CUSUM chart (8)-(9) gives a signal at the \( s \)th observation time, then \( n^*_s \) is a random variable measuring the time to a false signal. Its mean \( E(n^*_s) \) measures the IC average time to the signal (ATS), denoted as \( ATS_0 \). If the new individual has an upward mean shift starting at the \( \tau \)th observation time and the CUSUM chart (8)-(9) gives a signal at the \( s \)th time point with \( s \geq \tau \), then the mean of \( n^*_s - n^*_\tau \) is called the OC ATS, denoted as \( ATS_1 \).

Then, to measure the performance of a control chart (e.g., the chart (8)-(9)), its \( ATS_0 \) value can be fixed at a certain level beforehand, and the chart performs better if its \( ATS_1 \) value is smaller when detecting a shift of a given size. It is obvious that the values of \( ATS_0 \) and \( ATS_1 \) are just constant multiples of the corresponding values of \( ARL_0 \) and \( ARL_1 \) in cases when the observation times are equally spaced. In such cases, the two sets of measures are equivalent. Also, when the observation times are unequally spaced, it is possible to use the IC average number of observations to signal (ANOS), denoted as \( ANOS_0 \), and the OC average number of observations to signal, denoted as \( ANOS_1 \), for measuring the performance of control charts. However, these quantities are also just constant multiples of \( ATS_0 \) and \( ATS_1 \), in cases when the sampling distribution does not change over time. Furthermore, when the sampling distribution changes over time, \( ANOS_0 \) and \( ANOS_1 \) may not be able to measure the chart performance well. As a demonstration, let us consider two scenarios. In the first scenario, we collect observations at the following basic time units: 1, 3, 7, \ldots, and a signal by a chart is given at the third observation time. In the second scenario, we collect observations at the following basic time units: 1, 30, 100, \ldots, and a signal by another chart is also given at the third observation time. Assume that the processes are IC in both scenarios. Then, the IC performance of the two charts are the same if \( ANOS_0 \) is used as a performance measure. But, the second chart does not give a false signal until the 100th basic time unit, while the first chart gives a false signal at the 7th basic time unit. Obviously, \( ANOS_0 \) cannot tell this quite dramatic difference. For all these reasons, only \( ATS_0 \) and \( ATS_1 \) are used in the remaining part of the paper for measuring the performance of a control chart.

If the IC mean function \( \mu(t) \) and the IC variance function \( \sigma_y^2(t) \) are known, then the standard-
ized observations of the new individual can be defined by
\[ \epsilon(t^*_j) = \frac{y(t^*_j) - \mu(t^*_j)}{\sigma_y(t^*_j)}, \quad \text{for } j = 1, 2, \ldots \] (10)

In such cases, as long as the distribution of the observation times \( \{t^*_j, j = 1, 2, \ldots\} \) is specified properly, for a given \( k \) value in (8) and a given \( ATS_0 \) value, we can easily compute the corresponding value of the control limit \( \rho \) by simulation such that the pre-specified \( ATS_0 \) value is reached. For instance, when the distribution of the observation times is specified by the sampling rate \( d \), which is defined to be the number of observation times every 10 basic time units here, the computed \( \rho \) values in cases when \( ATS_0 = 20, 50, 100, 150, 200 \), \( k = 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0 \), and \( d = 2, 5, 10 \) are presented in Table 1. From the table, it can be seen that \( \rho \) increases with \( ATS_0 \) and \( d \), and decreases with \( k \). In cases when \( \mu(t) \) and \( \sigma^2_y(t) \) are unknown, they need to be estimated from an IC dataset by \( \hat{\mu}(t; \hat{V}) \) and \( \hat{\sigma}^2_y(t) \), as discussed in Section 2.1. In such cases, the standardized observations of the new individual defined by (7) are only asymptotically \( N(0, 1) \) distributed when the new individual is IC. When the IC sample size is moderate to large, we can still use the control limit \( \rho \) computed in the case of (10), which will be justified by some numerical results described in the next section.

Table 1: Control limits of the CUSUM chart (8)-(9) for known IC mean and variance functions and various combinations of \( ATS_0 \), \( k \), and \( d \) described in the text. For the entry with a “*” symbol, the actual \( ATS_0 \) value is more than 1% away from the assumed \( ATS_0 \) value. For all other entries, the actual \( ATS_0 \) values are within 1% of the assumed \( ATS_0 \) values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( d )</th>
<th>( k )</th>
<th>( ATS_0 = 20 )</th>
<th>( ATS_0 = 50 )</th>
<th>( ATS_0 = 100 )</th>
<th>( ATS_0 = 150 )</th>
<th>( ATS_0 = 200 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.929</td>
<td>1.844</td>
<td>2.820</td>
<td>3.552</td>
<td>4.171</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.774</td>
<td>1.571</td>
<td>2.351</td>
<td>2.928</td>
<td>3.396</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.382</td>
<td>0.986</td>
<td>1.493</td>
<td>1.822</td>
<td>2.088</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.118</td>
<td>0.654</td>
<td>1.064</td>
<td>1.312</td>
<td>1.507</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.011*</td>
<td>0.355</td>
<td>0.718</td>
<td>0.936</td>
<td>1.101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.844</td>
<td>3.215</td>
<td>4.612</td>
<td>5.631</td>
<td>6.445</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.571</td>
<td>2.664</td>
<td>3.713</td>
<td>4.381</td>
<td>5.005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.986</td>
<td>1.685</td>
<td>2.234</td>
<td>2.586</td>
<td>2.898</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.654</td>
<td>1.200</td>
<td>1.612</td>
<td>1.869</td>
<td>2.072</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.355</td>
<td>0.837</td>
<td>1.189</td>
<td>1.404</td>
<td>1.562</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.820</td>
<td>4.612</td>
<td>6.407</td>
<td>7.649</td>
<td>8.612</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>2.351</td>
<td>3.713</td>
<td>4.937</td>
<td>5.744</td>
<td>6.408</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.493</td>
<td>2.235</td>
<td>2.852</td>
<td>3.245</td>
<td>3.542</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.061</td>
<td>1.610</td>
<td>2.039</td>
<td>2.310</td>
<td>2.509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.718</td>
<td>1.192</td>
<td>1.538</td>
<td>1.738</td>
<td>1.894</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the SPC literature, the concept of ATS has been proposed for measuring the performance of
a control chart with variable sampling intervals (VSIs). See, for instance, Reynolds et al. (1990). However, the VSI problem in SPC is completely different from the DySS problem discussed here. In the VSI problem, the next observation time is determined by the current and all past observations of the process; the next observation is collected sooner if there is more evidence of a shift based on all available process observations, and later otherwise. Therefore, the VSI scheme is an integrated part of process monitoring. As a comparison, in the DySS problem, observation times are often not specifically chosen for improving process monitoring. In the total cholesterol level example discussed in Section 1, for instance, patients often choose their clinic visit times based on their convenience or health conditions.

At the end of this subsection, we would like to make several remarks about the DySS problem and the CUSUM chart (8)-(9). First, the above description focuses on cases to detect upward shifts in the process mean function $\mu(t)$ only. Control charts for detecting downward mean shifts or arbitrary mean shifts can be developed in the same way, except that the upward charting statistic in (8) and the decision rule in (9) should be changed to the downward or two-sided version (cf., Qiu 2013, Chapter 4). Second, control charts for detecting shifts in the process variance function $\sigma^2_y(t)$, or shifts in both $\mu(t)$ and $\sigma^2_y(t)$, can be developed in a similar way, after (8) and (9) are replaced by appropriate charting statistics and the related decision rules. See, for instance, Gan (1995) and Yeh et al. (2004) for discussions about the corresponding problems in the conventional SPC setup. Third, although a CUSUM chart is discussed above, EWMA charts and charts based on change-point detection (CPD) can also be used in the DySS problem. Generally speaking, the CUSUM and EWMA charts have similar performance, and the CPD charts can provide estimates of the shift position at the time when they give signals although their computation is usually more extensive. See Qiu (2013) for a related discussion. Fourth, to use the proposed DySS method, the observation times $\{t^*_j\}$ of the new individual to monitor usually cannot be larger than the largest value of the observation times $\{t_{ij}\}$ in the IC data, to avoid extrapolation in the data standardization in (7). Or, it is inappropriate to use our DySS method to monitor the new individual outside the time range

$$[\min_{i,j} t_{ij}, \max_{i,j} t_{ij}].$$

From the description about the DySS method above, it can be seen that this methodology actually combines the cross-sectional comparison between the new individual to monitor and the $m$ well-functioning individuals in the IC data with the sequential monitoring of the new individual in
a dynamic manner. Therefore, to use the method to monitor the longitudinal behavior of the new individual at time $t$, there should exist observations around $t$ in the IC data to make the cross-sectional comparison possible. Fifth, although the simplest CUSUM chart (8)-(9) is used in this paper to demonstrate the DySS method, some existing research in the SPC literature to accommodate correlated data (e.g., Apley and Tsung 2002, Jiang 2004) or to detect dynamic mean shifts (e.g., Han and Tsung 2006, Shu and Jiang 2006) might also be considered here. In the numerical study presented in Section 3, the control charts by Han and Tsung (2006) and Shu and Jiang (2006) will be discussed.

2.3 Cases when the longitudinal observations follow AR(1) model

In the above discussion, we assume that the longitudinal observations $\{y(t^*_j), j = 1,2, \ldots \}$ are independent. In practice, they are often correlated. In the SPC literature, time series models, especially the AR(1) model, are commonly used for describing the autocorrelation in such cases (cf., Jiang et al. 2000, Lu and Reynolds 2001). In this section we discuss how to use the proposed DySS procedure in cases when the longitudinal observations follow an AR(1) model. In a conventional time series model, observation times are usually equally spaced. In the current DySS problem, however, they can be unequally spaced. In such cases, time series modeling is especially challenging (cf., Maller et al. 2008, Vityazev 1996), and our DySS approach with a more general time series model is not available yet, which is left for our future research.

Let us first discuss estimation of the regular longitudinal pattern from an IC dataset when the longitudinal data are correlated and follow an AR(1) model. Assume that there are $m$ well-functioning individuals whose longitudinal observations follow the model (1) in which $\epsilon(t_{ij}) = \sigma_y(t_{ij}) \epsilon(t_{ij})$ and $\epsilon(t_{ij})$ has mean 0 and variance 1 for each $t_{ij} \in [0,1]$. Instead of assuming independence, in this subsection, we assume that $\epsilon(t_{ij})$ follow the AR(1) model

$$
\epsilon(t_{ij}) = \phi \epsilon(t_{ij} - \omega) + e(t_{ij}), \quad \text{for } i = 1, \ldots, m, \ j = 1, \ldots, J,
$$

(11)

where $\phi$ is a coefficient, $\omega$ is the basic time unit defined in Section 2.2, and $e(t)$ is a white noise process over $[0,1]$. The model (11) is the conventional AR(1) model for cases with equally spaced observation times. It does not have a constant term on the right-hand-side because the mean of $\epsilon(t_{ij})$ is 0. In the current DySS problem, it is inconvenient to work with the model (11) directly because there may not be observations at the times $t_{ij} - \omega$ that are used in (11). To overcome
this difficulty, we can transform the AR(1) model (11) to the following time series model using the actual observation times \( \{ t_{ij} \} \):

\[
\epsilon(t_{ij}) = \phi^{\Delta_{i,j-1}} \epsilon(t_{i,j-1}) + \tilde{\Theta}_{ij}(z) \epsilon(t_{ij}), \tag{12}
\]

where \( \Delta_{i,j-1} = (t_{ij} - t_{i,j-1})/\omega \), \( z \) is the lag operator used in time series modeling (e.g., \( z \epsilon(t) = \epsilon(t - \omega) \)), and

\[
\tilde{\Theta}_{ij}(z) = 1 + \phi z + \cdots + \phi^{\Delta_{i,j-1}} z^{\Delta_{i,j-1}}
\]

is a lag polynomial. As in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, let \( \hat{\mu}(t; \tilde{V}) \) and \( \hat{\sigma}^2_y(t) \) be the local \( p \)th-order polynomial kernel estimators of \( \mu(t) \) and \( \sigma^2_y(t) \), and

\[
\hat{\epsilon}(t_{ij}) = \frac{y(t_{ij}) - \hat{\mu}(t_{ij}; \tilde{V})}{\hat{\sigma}_y(t_{ij})}, \quad \text{for } i = 1, 2, \ldots, m, j = 1, 2, \ldots, J.
\]

Then, the least squares (LS) estimator of \( \phi \), denoted as \( \hat{\phi} \), can be obtained by minimizing

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{m} \sum_{j=2}^{J} \left( \hat{\epsilon}(t_{ij}) - \phi^{\Delta_{i,j-1}} \hat{\epsilon}(t_{i,j-1}) \right)^2.
\]

Next, we use the estimated IC longitudinal pattern described by \( \tilde{\mu}(t; \tilde{V}) \), \( \tilde{\sigma}^2_y(t) \) and \( \tilde{\phi} \) to monitor a new individual’s longitudinal pattern. Assume that the new individual’s \( y \) observations follow the model (6), in which the error term \( \epsilon(t^*_j) \) follows the AR(1) model

\[
\epsilon(t^*_j) = \phi \epsilon(t^*_j - \omega) + e^*_j, \quad \text{for } j = 1, 2, \ldots
\]

where \( \phi \) is the same coefficient as the one in (11). Then, similar to the relationship between models (11) and (12), the above AR(1) model implies that

\[
\epsilon(t^*_j) = \phi^{\Delta^*_j-1} \epsilon(t^*_{j-1}) + e^*_j, \tag{13}
\]

where \( \Delta^*_j-1 = (t^*_j - t^*_j-1)/\omega \), \( e^*_j = \tilde{\Theta}^*_j(z) \epsilon(t^*_j) \), and

\[
\tilde{\Theta}^*_j(z) = 1 + \phi z + \cdots + \phi^{\Delta^*_j-1} z^{\Delta^*_j-1}.
\]

It can be checked that, when the new individual is IC, \( \{ e^*_j, j = 1, 2, \ldots \} \) are i.i.d. with mean 0 and variance \( \sigma^2_{e^*} = 1 - \phi^2 \Delta^*_j-1 \). In the SPC literature, it has been well demonstrated that, when \( \epsilon(t^*_j) \) follows the time series model (13), to detect an upward mean shift in \( \epsilon(t^*_j) \), we can just monitor \( \{ e^*_j, j = 1, 2, \ldots \} \) (cf., e.g., Lu and Reynolds 2001). Based on all these results, to detect an upward
mean shift in the original response \( y \), the charting statistic of the upward CUSUM chart can be defined by
\[
C_j^+ = \max \left[ 0, C_j^{+1} + \left( \tilde{\epsilon}(t_j^*) - \phi \Delta_j^{i-1} \tilde{\epsilon}(t_{j-1}^*) \right) \sqrt{1 - \phi^2 \Delta_j^{i-1}} - k \right], \quad \text{for } j \geq 2, \tag{14}
\]
where \( C_j^+ = 0 \), \( k > 0 \) is an allowance constant, and \( \tilde{\epsilon}(t_j^*) = (y(t_j^*) - \hat{\mu}(t_j^*; \tilde{V}) / \hat{\sigma}(t_j^*)) \). The chart gives a signal when
\[
C_j^+ > \rho, \tag{15}
\]
where \( \rho > 0 \) is a control limit chosen to achieve a given \( ATS_0 \) value.

At the end of this subsection, we would like to point out that there actually are two different ways to estimate \( \mu(t) \), \( \sigma_y^2(t) \), and \( \phi \) from an IC data when the AR(1) model (12) is involved. Because the estimation procedure described in Section 2.1 does not require the error covariance function \( V(s, t) \) to be known, the first way is to estimate \( \mu(t) \) and \( \sigma_y^2(t) \) by the four steps described in Section 2.1 without using any prior information about the error structure, and then estimate \( \phi \) by the LS procedure described above. Alternatively, in the case when we are sure that the AR(1) model (12) is appropriate for describing the error structure, a parametric formula of \( V(s, t) \) can be derived in terms of \( \phi \), denoted as \( V_\phi(s, t) \). Then, \( \mu(t) \) and \( \sigma_y^2(t) \) can be estimated by \( \hat{\mu}(t; V_\phi) \) and \( \hat{\sigma}_y^2(t, \phi) \), respectively, where \( \hat{\sigma}_y^2(t, \phi) \) is the same as \( \hat{\sigma}_y^2(t) \) except that \( \hat{\mu}(t; V_\phi) \) instead of \( \hat{\mu}(t; \tilde{V}) \) is used in its construction. Then, \( \phi \) can be estimated by the LS estimator defined by the solution of
\[
\min_{\phi} \sum_{i=1}^{m} \sum_{j=2}^{J} \left\{ \tilde{\epsilon}_{\phi}(t_{ij}) - \phi \Delta_{i,j-1} \tilde{\epsilon}_{\phi}(t_{i,j-1}) \right\}^2, 
\]
where
\[
\tilde{\epsilon}_{\phi}(t_{ij}) = \frac{y(t_{ij}) - \hat{\mu}(t_{ij}; V_\phi)}{\hat{\sigma}_{y,\phi}(t_{ij})}, \quad \text{for } i = 1, 2, \ldots, m, \ j = 1, 2, \ldots, J.
\]
We have checked that results by these two approaches are close to each other as long as the IC sample size is not small. In all simulation examples discussed in Section 3, the second approach is used, while the first approach is used in the real data example discussed in Section 4 because we are not sure whether the AR(1) model is appropriate at the beginning of data analysis.

### 2.4 Cases with arbitrary autocorrelation

In the previous two parts, we assume that the original observations \( \{y(t_j^*), j = 1, 2, \ldots\} \) of a new individual are either independent or correlated with the autocorrelation described by the
AR(1) model (11). Also, the observation distribution is assumed to be normal. In practice, all these assumptions could be violated. If one or more such model assumptions are violated, then the related control charts (8)-(9) and (14)-(15) may not be reliable because their actual $ATS_0$ values could be substantially different from the assumed $ATS_0$ values. See related discussions in Hawkins and Deng (2010), Qiu and Hawkins (2001), Qiu and Li (2011a,b), and Zou and Tsung (2010).

In this subsection, we propose a numerical approach to compute the control limit $\rho$ of the chart (8)-(9) from an IC data such that the chart is still appropriate to use in cases when within-subject observations are correlated with an arbitrary autocorrelation and when a parametric form of their distribution is unavailable.

Assume that there is an IC dataset consisting of a group of $m$ well-functioning individuals whose observations of $y$ follow the model (1). The data of the first $m_1$ individuals are used for obtaining estimators $\hat{\mu}(t; \hat{V})$ and $\hat{\sigma}_y^2(t)$, as discussed in Section 2.1. Then, the control limit $\rho$ of the chart (8)-(9) can be computed from the remaining $m_2 = m - m_1$ individuals using a block bootstrap procedure (e.g., Lahiri 2003) described below. First, we compute the standardized observations of the $m_2$ well-functioning individuals by

$$\hat{\epsilon}(t_{ij}) = \frac{y(t_{ij}) - \hat{\mu}(t_{ij}; \hat{V})}{\hat{\sigma}_y(t_{ij})}, \quad \text{for } i = m_1 + 1, m_1 + 2, \ldots, m, \ j = 1, 2, \ldots, J.$$ 

Second, we randomly select $B$ individuals with replacement from the $m_2$ well-functioning individuals, and use their standardized observations to compute the value of $\rho$ by a numerical searching algorithm so that a given $ATS_0$ level is reached. Such a searching algorithm has been well described in Qiu (2008) and Qiu (2013, Section 4.2). Basically, we first give an initial value to $\rho$, and compute the actual $ATS_0$ value of the chart (8)-(9) from the standardized observations of the $B$ resampled individuals. If the actual $ATS_0$ value is smaller than the given $ATS_0$ value, then the value of $\rho$ is increased; otherwise, the value of $\rho$ is decreased. Then, the actual $ATS_0$ value of the chart is computed again, using the updated value of $\rho$. This process is repeated until the given $ATS_0$ level is reached to a certain accuracy. In all examples of this paper, we choose $m_1 = m/2$.

It should be pointed out that, if it is reasonable to assume that the within-subject observations are independent, then we can also draw bootstrap samples in the conventional way from the set of residuals $\{\hat{\epsilon}(t_{ij}), i = m_1 + 1, m_1 + 2, \ldots, m, j = 1, 2, \ldots, J\}$. Namely, we can randomly select $J$ residuals with replacement from this set as the standardized observations of a bootstrap resampled “individual”, and $B$ bootstrap resampled individuals can be generated in that way for computing the value of $\rho$. When the within-subject observations are correlated, it has been demonstrated in
the literature that a block bootstrap procedure, such as the one described above, would be more appropriate to use (cf., Lahiri 2003).

3 Numerical Study

In this section, we present some simulation results to investigate the numerical performance of the proposed DySS procedure described in the previous section. In estimating the mean function $\mu(t)$ and the variance function $\sigma_y^2(t)$ of the longitudinal response $y(t)$ from an IC data by the local smoothing method described in Section 2.1, $p$ is fixed at 1 (i.e., the local linear kernel smoothing is used), the kernel function is chosen to be the Epanechnikov kernel function $K(t) = 0.75(1-t^2)I(|t| \leq 1)$ that is widely used in the curve estimation literature, and all bandwidths are chosen by the CV procedure.

In the first example, it is assumed that the IC mean function $\mu(t)$ and the IC variance function $\sigma_y^2(t)$ are known to be

$$\mu(t) = 1 + 0.3t^{\frac{1}{2}}, \quad \sigma_y^2(t) = \mu^2(t), \quad \text{for } t \in [0, 1],$$

observations of a given individual at different time points are independent of each other, and the sampling rate of different individuals are the same to be $d$ observations every 10 basic time units. In such cases, the standardized observations are defined in (10), and the control limit $\rho$ of the CUSUM chart (8)-(9) can be easily computed by a numerical algorithm, after its allowance constant $k$ and the $ATS_0$ value are pre-specified (cf., Table 1 and the related description in Subsection 2.2). Now, let us consider the mean shifts from $\mu(t)$ to

$$\mu_1(t) = \mu(t) + \delta, \quad \text{for } t \in [0, 1],$$

that occur at the initial time point, where $\delta$ is the shift size taking values from 0 to 2.0 with a step of 0.1. The basic time unit in this example is $w = 0.001$, and the sampling rate $d$ is chosen to be 2, 5, or 10. In the CUSUM chart (8)-(9), its $ATS_0$ value is fixed at 100, and the allowance constant $k$ is chosen to be 0.1, 0.2 or 0.5. The corresponding $\rho$ values are computed to be 2.820, 2.351, and 1.493 when $d = 2$; 4.612, 3.713, and 2.234 when $d = 5$; and 6.407, 4.937, and 2.852 when $d = 10$. The $ATS_1$ values of the chart in cases when $d = 2, 5, 10$, computed based on 10,000 replicated simulations, are shown in Figure 1(a)-(c). From the plots, it can be seen that: (i) the chart with a smaller (larger) $k$ performs better for detecting small (large) shifts, and (ii) the $ATS_1$ values tend
to be smaller when \( d \) is larger. The first result is generally true for CUSUM charts (cf., Hawkins and Olwell 1998), and the second result is intuitively reasonable because more observations are available for process monitoring when \( d \) is chosen larger.

Figure 1: (a)-(c) \( ATS_1 \) values of the chart (8)-(9) in cases when the IC process mean function \( \mu(t) \) and the process variance function \( \sigma^2_Y(t) \) are assumed known, \( k = 0.1, 0.2, 0.5 \), \( ATS_0=100 \), step shift size \( \delta \) changes its value from 0 to 2 with a step of 0.1, and the sampling rate \( d = 2 \) (plot (a)), \( d = 5 \) (plot (b)), and \( d = 10 \) (plot (c)). (d)-(f) Corresponding results when the mean shift is a nonlinear drift from \( \mu(t) \) to \( \mu_1(t) = \mu(t) + \delta(1 - \exp(-10t)) \), for \( t \in [0, 1] \). The y-axes of all plots are in natural log scale.

In practice, a more realistic scenario would be that, once a shift occurs, the shift size would change over time. In the total cholesterol level example discussed in Section 1, if a patient’s total cholesterol level begins to deviate from the regular pattern and no medical treatments are given in a timely fashion, then his/her total cholesterol level could deviate from the regular pattern more and more over time. To simulate such scenarios, we consider a nonlinear drift from \( \mu(t) \) to

\[
\mu_1(t) = \mu(t) + \delta(1 - \exp(-10t)) \,
\]

that occurs at the initial time point, where \( \delta \) is a constant. When \( \delta \) changes from 0 to 2.0 with a
step of 0.1 and other settings remain the same as those in Figure 1(a)-(c), the ATS1 values of the chart (8)-(9) are shown in Figure 1(d)-(f). From the plots, similar conclusions to those from Figure 1(a)-(c) can be made here. We also performed simulations in cases when \( w = 0.005 \) and ATS0 = 20. The results are included in a supplementary file, and they demonstrate a similar pattern to that in Figure 1.

Next, we consider a more realistic situation when the IC mean function \( \mu(t) \) and the IC variance function \( \sigma^2_y(t) \) are both unknown and they need to be estimated from an IC dataset. Assume that the IC dataset includes observations of \( m \) individuals. For each individual, the sampling rate is \( d \), which is assumed to be the same as that of the new individual for online monitoring, and the basic time unit is \( \omega = 0.001 \). Then, when \( d = 2 \), each individual in the IC dataset has 200 observations in the design interval \( [0, 1] \). After \( \mu(t) \) and \( \sigma^2_y(t) \) are estimated from the IC dataset, observations of the new individual are standardized by (7) for online monitoring. The standardized observations \( \{ \hat{\epsilon}(t^*_j) \} \) are regarded as i.i.d. random variables with the common distribution \( N(0, 1) \) when the new individual is IC. When ATS0, \( k \) and \( d \) are given, the control limit \( \rho \) can be computed as if \( \mu(t) \) and \( \sigma^2_y(t) \) are known (cf., Table 1). Then, the actual ATS0 value of the chart (8)-(9) is computed using 10,000 simulations of the online monitoring. This entire process, starting from the generalization of the IC data to the computation of the actual ATS0 value, is then repeated 100 times. The averaged actual ATS0 values in cases when the nominal ATS0 = 100, \( k = 0.1, 0.2 \) or 0.5, \( d = 2, 5 \) or 10, and \( m = 5, 10 \) or 20 are presented in Figure 2, along with the ATS1 values of the chart for detecting step shifts of size \( \delta = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, \) and 1.0, occurring at the initial time point. These ATS0 and ATS1 values are also presented in Table S.1 of the supplementary file. From the figure and the table, it can be seen that: (i) the actual ATS0 values are within 5% of the nominal ATS0 value of 100 in all cases when \( m \geq 10 \), (ii) the actual ATS0 values are closer to the nominal ATS0 value when \( d \) is larger, (iii) the ATS1 values are smaller if \( \delta \) is larger or \( d \) is larger, (iv) the ATS1 values do not depend on the \( m \) value much, especially when \( \delta \) and \( d \) are large, and (v) the ATS1 values are the smallest when \( k = 0.1 \) and \( \delta \) is small (i.e., \( \delta = 0.25 \)), or when \( k = 0.2 \) and \( \delta \) is medium (e.g., \( \delta = 0.5 \) or 0.75), or when \( k = 0.5 \) and \( \delta \) is large (i.e., \( \delta = 1.0 \)). The corresponding results for detecting the drifts considered in Figure 1(d)-(f) are presented in Figure S.2 and Table S.2 of the supplementary file. Results in cases when ATS0 = 20 are presented in Tables S.3 and S.4 of the supplementary file. Similar conclusions can be made from all these results.

In the above examples, the sampling rate \( d \) is chosen as 2, 5, and 10. In cases when \( \omega = 0.001 \),
Figure 2: Actual $ATS_0$ and $ATS_1$ values of the chart (8)-(9), for detecting step mean shift of the size $\delta$ occurring at the initial time point, in cases when the IC mean function $\mu(t)$ and the IC variance function $\sigma^2_y(t)$ are estimated from an IC data with $m$ individuals, $m = 5, 10$ or $20$, $k = 0.1$ (1st column), 0.2 (2nd column) or 0.5 (3rd column), $d = 2$ (1st row), 5 (2nd row) or 10 (3rd row), $\omega = 0.001$, and the nominal $ATS_0$ is 100.
each individual would have 200, 500, and 1000 observations, respectively, in the design interval $[0, 1]$. In some applications, such as the total cholesterol level example discussed in Section 4, the individuals have fewer observations. Next, in the example of Figure 2, we choose $d$ to be 0.2, 0.5, and 1, $m$ to be 10, 20, and 40, and the other parameters to be unchanged. The corresponding results of the actual $ATS_0$ and $ATS_1$ values of the chart (8)-(9) for detecting the step shifts are shown in Table S.5 and Figure S.3 of the supplementary file. The results for detecting the drifts are shown in Table S.6 and Figure S.4 of the supplementary file. From these figures and tables, it can be seen that most conclusions made above from Figures 2 and S.2 are still valid here, except that (i) for a given $m$ value, the actual $ATS_0$ values in this case seem a little farther away from the nominal $ATS_0$ value of 100, compared to the actual $ATS_0$ values shown in Figures 2 and S.2, (ii) it requires $m \geq 20$ in this case so that the actual $ATS_0$ values would be within about 5% of the nominal $ATS_0$ value, and (iii) the actual $ATS_1$ values in this case are generally larger than the corresponding values shown in Figures 2 and S.2. All these results are intuitively reasonable.

In the literature, there are some existing control charts designed specifically for detecting time-varying mean shifts, or mean drifts. One type of such control charts is based on the idea to design a chart adaptively using a dynamic prediction of the shift size. Such adaptive CUSUM or EWMA charts (cf., Capizzi and Masarotto 2003, Shu and Jiang 2006, Sparks 2000) can be used in our proposed DySS method in place of the conventional CUSUM chart (8)-(9). Another control chart designed for detecting time-varying mean shifts is the reference-free cuscore (RFCuscore) chart by Han and Tsung (2006). Next, we consider using the adaptive CUSUM chart by Shu and Jiang (2006) and the RFCuscore chart by Han and Tsung (2006) in our DySS method. By the adaptive CUSUM chart, the charting statistic $C_j^+$ in (8) needs to be changed to

$$C_{j,A}^+ = \max \left[ 0, C_{j-1,A}^+ + \left( \hat{\epsilon}(t_j^*) - \hat{\delta}_j^+/2 \right) / \rho(\hat{\delta}_j^+/2) \right], \quad \text{for } j \geq 1,$$

where $C_0,A = 0$, $\hat{\delta}_j^+$ is the predicted shift size at time $j$ defined by

$$\hat{\delta}_j^+ = \max \left( \delta_{\min}^+, (1 - \lambda)\hat{\delta}_{j-1}^+ + \lambda \hat{\epsilon}(t_j^*) \right), \quad \text{for } j \geq 1,$$

$\hat{\delta}_0^+ = \delta_{\min}^+$, $\delta_{\min}^+$ is a parameter denoting the minimum shift size, $\lambda \in (0, 1]$ is a weighting parameter, and $\rho(k)$ is a control limit defined by

$$\rho(k) = [\log(1 + 2k^2 ARL_0 + 2.332k)]/2k - 1.166,$$

and $ARL_0 = ATS_0 * d/10$ is the pre-specified IC ARL value. The chart gives a signal at time $j$ when $C_{j,A}^+ > 1$. As in Shu and Jiang (2006), we choose $\lambda = 0.1$ in this procedure. The RFCuscore
chart gives a signal at time $j$ if

$$
\max_{1 \leq w \leq j} \left[ \sum_{i=j-w+1}^{j} |\hat{\epsilon}(t^*_i)| (|\hat{\epsilon}(t^*_i)| - |\hat{\epsilon}(t^*_i)|/2) \right] \geq c,
$$

where $c$ is a control limit chosen to reach a given $ATS_0$ level. In the example of Figures 2 and S.2, the actual $ATS_0$ and $ATS_1$ values of the adaptive CUSUM chart and the RFCuscore chart are computed in the same way as those of the chart (8)-(9), in cases when $\delta^+_\text{min}$ is chosen to be 0.2, 0.4, and 1.0 and other parameters are chosen to be the same values as those in Figures 2 and S.2. These values are presented in Tables S.7-S.9 and Figures S.5-S.7 of the supplementary file. In cases when $m = 20$, $k = 0.2$ in the chart (8)-(9), and $\delta^+_\text{min} = 0.4$ in the adaptive CUSUM chart, the computed actual $ATS_0$ and $ATS_1$ values of the three charts are shown in Figure S.8 in the supplementary file, for detecting both step shifts and drifts. From these results, it can be seen that (i) the conventional CUSUM chart (8)-(9) and the adaptive CUSUM chart perform almost identically in all cases considered, and (ii) the RFCuscore chart performs slightly worse in certain cases, especially when detecting drifts.

The supplementary file contains some results in cases when observations at different time points are correlated and their error terms follow the AR(1) model (11). These results show that the CUSUM chart (14)-(15), which is based on the standardized error terms, is indeed effective in detecting mean shifts in the original process observations. In cases when $\mu(t), \sigma_y^2(t)$ and $\phi$ are unknown and they need to be estimated from an IC dataset, it seems that more IC data are needed to make the actual $ATS_0$ values of the chart (14)-(15) to be within 10% of the nominal $ATS_0$ value, compared to the results in Figure 2 when within-subject observations are independent. Finally, in the supplementary file, we also consider an example in which the within-subject observations are correlated, but the correlation does not follow the AR(1) model (11). The block bootstrap procedure discussed in Section 2.4 is used in designing our proposed DySS method. From the results in this example, it can be seen that the DySS method still performs well in such cases.

4 Application to the Total Cholesterol Level Example

In this section, we apply our proposed DySS method to the total cholesterol level example that is briefly described in Section 1. This example is a part of the SHARe Framingham Heart Study of the National Heart Lung and Blood Institute (cf., Cupples et al. 2007). In the data, there are
1028 non-stroke patients (i.e. \( m = 1028 \)) and 27 stroke patients. In the study, each patient was followed 7 times (i.e., \( J = 7 \)), and the total cholesterol level (in mg/100ml) was recorded at each time. Because the total cholesterol level, denoted as \( y \), is an important risk factor of stroke, it is important to detect its irregular temporal pattern so that medical interventions can be applied in a timely manner and stroke can be avoided. Here, we demonstrate that our proposed DySS method can be used for identifying irregular total cholesterol level patterns in this example.

First, the observed data of the 1028 non-stroke patients are used as the IC data, from which we can estimate the IC mean function \( \mu(t) \) and the IC variance function \( \sigma^2_y(t) \). To this end, the covariance function \( V(s, t) \) is first estimated by (5), and then \( \mu(t) \) and \( \sigma^2_y(t) \) are estimated by \( \hat{\mu}(t; \hat{\tilde{V}}) \) and \( \hat{\sigma}^2_y(t) \), respectively, as described in Section 2.1. The 95% pointwise confidence band of \( \mu(t) \), defined to be \( \hat{\mu}(t; \hat{\tilde{V}}) \pm 1.96\hat{\sigma}_y(t) \), and \( \hat{\mu}(t; \hat{\tilde{V}}) \) are presented in Figure 3 with the observed total cholesterol levels of the 27 stroke patients. From the figure, it can be seen that only 6 out of 27 stroke patients are detected to have irregular total cholesterol level patterns by this confidence interval approach because their observed total cholesterol levels exceed the upper confidence levels at least once. From the figure, it can also be seen that there are no stroke patients whose observed total cholesterol levels exceed the lower confidence levels.

After \( \mu(t) \) and \( \sigma^2_y(t) \) are estimated, we can compute the standardized residuals by

\[
\hat{\epsilon}(t_{ij}) = \frac{y(t_{ij}) - \hat{\mu}(t_{ij}; \hat{\tilde{V}})}{\hat{\sigma}_y(t_{ij})}, \quad \text{for } i = 1, \ldots, m, j = 1, \ldots, J.
\]

To address the possible autocorrelation among \( \{\hat{\epsilon}(t_{ij})\} \), we consider the AR(1) model (11) (see also (12)), and the coefficient \( \phi \) in the model is estimated by the LS procedure described in Section 2.3 to be \( \hat{\phi} = 0.9217 \). The goodness-of-fit of the AR(1) model is studied as follows. First, the predicted values of the model (cf., (12))

\[
\tilde{\epsilon}(t_{ij}) = \hat{\phi}^{\Delta_{i,j}} \hat{\epsilon}(t_{i,j-1})
\]

are ordered from the smallest to the largest and then divided into \( g \) groups of the same size. Namely, the \( k \)th group includes all predicted values in the interval \( I_k = [q_{k-1}, q_k) \), for \( k = 1, 2, \ldots, g \), where \( q_k \) is the \((k/g)\)th quantile of the predicted values \( \{\tilde{\epsilon}(t_{ij})\} \), for \( k = 1, 2, \ldots, g - 1 \), \( q_0 = -\infty \), and \( q_g = \infty \). Let \( O_k \) be the proportion of all standardized residuals \( \{\hat{\epsilon}(t_{ij})\} \) in the interval \( I_k \), for \( k = 1, 2, \ldots, g \). Then, the following Pearson’s \( \chi^2 \) statistic:

\[
X^2 = \sum_{k=1}^{g} \frac{(O_k - 1/g)^2}{1/g}
\]
Figure 3: The 95% pointwise confidence band of the mean total cholesterol level $\mu(t)$ (dashed curves), the point estimator $\hat{\mu}(t; \hat{V})$ of $\mu(t)$ (dark solid curve), and the observed total cholesterol levels of the 27 stroke patients (thin curves).

measures the discrepancy between the distribution of the standardized residuals and the distribution of their predicted values by the AR(1) model. If the AR(1) model fits the data well, then the distribution of $X^2$ should be approximately $\chi^2_{g-2}$, where the degree of freedom is $g - 2$ because there is one parameter (i.e., $\phi$) in the AR(1) model that needs to be estimated beforehand. If we choose $g = 12$, then the observed value of $X^2$ is 0.2265, giving a $p$-value of about 1.0. We also tried other $g$ values in the interval $[5, 50]$, and similarly large $p$-values were obtained. Therefore, the AR(1) model seems to fit the standardized residuals well.

After $\mu(t)$, $\sigma^2_y(t)$ and $\phi$ are all estimated, next we design a CUSUM chart to detect irregular longitudinal patterns of the total cholesterol levels of the 27 stroke patients. In this example, because we are mainly concerned about the upward shifts in patients' total cholesterol levels, only the upward CUSUM chart (14)-(15) is considered here. Since each stroke patient has an average of 2.3 observations every 10 years (cf., Figure 3), we choose $d = 2$. In the CUSUM chart, we choose $k = 0.1$ and $ATS_0 = 25$. In such cases, the control limit $\rho$ is computed to be 0.927. The CUSUM charts for monitoring the 27 stroke patients are presented in Figure 4, from which we can see that 22 out of the 27 stroke patients are detected to have upward mean shifts. The 22 signal
times, computed from the starting point of each process monitoring, are listed in Table 2. The average signal time is 13.818 years. Compared to the confidence interval approach described at the beginning of this section, it can be seen that our DySS approach is more effective in detecting irregular longitudinal patterns of the total cholesterol levels.

Table 2: Signal times (years) of the 22 stroke patients by our proposed CUSUM chart (14)-(15).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient ID</th>
<th>Signal time</th>
<th>Patient ID</th>
<th>Signal time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Concluding Remarks

We have described the DySS screening system for dynamically identifying individuals with irregular longitudinal patterns. This approach tries to make use of all available information when monitoring the longitudinal pattern of an individual, including the information from an IC population of certain well-functioning individuals and all history data of the individual being monitored, using both longitudinal data analysis and SPC techniques. Our numerical examples have shown that it is effective in various cases. Although this paper focuses on the monitoring of the mean function of the longitudinal response, similar DySS screening systems can be developed for monitoring the variance function and other features of the response that may affect the longitudinal performance of the individuals in a specific application. This approach can also be generalized to cases when multiple responses are present.

In this paper, we have discussed cases when the observation times are regularly spaced, observation times are irregularly spaced, and the observations at different time points are correlated. The cases when observation times are irregularly spaced, the observations at different time points are correlated, and the correlation needs to be described by a parametric time series model are
Figure 4: CUSUM charts (14)-(15) with \((k, h, A_T S_0) = (0.1, 0.927, 25)\) for monitoring the 27 stroke patients. The dashed horizontal lines denote the control limit \(\rho\).

especially challenging, because there is little existing discussion in the literature about time series modeling in such cases. In the paper, only the case when the AR(1) model (11) is appropriate is discussed. More future research is required to handle cases with more flexible parametric time series models.

**Supplementary Materials**

**supplemental.pdf:** This pdf file discusses some statistical properties of the estimator \(\hat{\mu}(t; \bar{V})\) defined in Section 2.1, some technical details about the adjustment procedure (15) in Li (2011) and the CV procedure discussed in Section 2.1, and some extra numerical results.

**ComputerCodesAndData.zip:** This zip file contains MATLAB source codes of our proposed DySS method and the stroke data used in the paper.
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